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Abstract

We study General Electric’s new combined-cycle natural gas generator called GT11N2 M up-

rade and quantify its economic benefits and the environmental implications in Ontario. We pro-

ose a structural power supply chain model involving upstream supplier General Electric and

ownstream power firm TransAlta at Sarnia, construct generation, service and maintenance cost

unctions, and calibrate different customer demand curves using actual market and firm data in

he Ontario market. We solve for Stackelberg equilibrium outcomes, and quantify prices, outputs,

nd emissions based on efficiency rates of GT11N2 M. We consider two types of cost efficiencies

mplied by GT11N2 M: upstream service and maintenance cost efficiency experienced by General

lectric and downstream fuel cost efficiency experienced by TransAlta. We provide new insights

n the realm of technology adoption. We find in equilibrium that there exists a large variation

n electricity generation over operational modes of GT11N2 M: the total generation can increase

n the range of 5% (under “Lifetime” mode) to 18% (under "Maximum Continuous Load” mode).

he output variation is nonlinear and the amount of carbon emissions is largely impacted by op-

rating modes. In particular, the total greenhouse gas emission is expected to increase by 12% in

he mixed-mode. Consequently, a policy implication of this research is that clean energy adoption

acilitated by GT11N2 M is expected to increase carbon emission due to the "rebound effect".

EL codes: C13; C72; L94; Q35; Q55

eywords: Energy transition; Power sector economics; Technology adoption; Natural gas-fired

enerator; Efficiency; Supply chain; General Electric; TransAlta.
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ntroduction

era of energy transition, developed countries have been shifting away from dirty gener

ces to clean energy in their electricity markets (IEA, 2020). In this regard, Ontario, Canad

e the first North American government to eliminate its coal-fired electricity generation and

y for a greener electricity system.1 The closure of coal-fired plants has lead to installme

natural gas-fired generators and renewable energy, mainly wind and solar in the province.

om coal to clean energy is an important structural change in the Ontario electricity market

ce is ambitious to become a leading green energy provider, and the entire country has comm

ply 90% of electricity based on non-emitting energy sources by 2030.2

ter decommissioning of coal-fired plants (which comprised of about one-quarter of elect

tion), the share of natural gas-fired electricity generation has increased in Ontario. Ther

bvious reasons for that. The first is to fill in the large energy gap created by the rem

l generators. The second is to mitigate intermittency of the newly installed wind and

tion. Coincidentally, right after coal generation phase-out in the province, General Electric

sed Alstom’s power and grid businesses in 2014. This acquisition included 11N2 gas tur

have been manufactured by GE with the nameplate GT11N2 since then. The new techn

GT11N2 M upgrade, discovered by GE, has the goals of efficiency in output and servic

nance costs, and of operational mode flexibility. According to GE, the new technology has

ing competitive electricity costs worldwide.3

t only in Ontario, but also in other jurisdictions in the world, natural gas turbines have be

gral part of power generation portfolio by facilitating energy security and reliability to elect

s and complementing renewable energy. For example, power generation from natural gas

tors are the largest source of electricity in the U.S. with the share of 38.3% in 2021 (EIA, 2

gas production in Bakken and Permian fields has made natural gas power plants a compe

of electricity generation in the U.S. In the EU in 2020, it was the second largest techn

he share of 20%, after nuclear (with 25%) (Statista.com).

congruent to the UN Sustainable Development Goals of 7 ("affordable and clean energy"

ps://www.ontario.ca/page/end-coal
ps://www.cleanenergycanada.ca
ps://www.ge.com/power/services/gas-turbines/upgrades/gt11n2-m
2
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dustry, innovation and infrastructure"), the new discoveries and technological improveme

l gas generators have been occurring in a constant flux in power industry. The novel produ

logies in electricity sector are also required to mitigate the global warming and help t

e change issues. In connection with the research and development initiatives in the secto

tural gas-fired generation technology designed by GE is a pathway to accelerate green techn

on in the world. GE’s new technology GT11N2 M upgrade is a superior technology, prom

rove energy efficiency and reducing input costs. Accordingly, this research aims to qu

2 M’s economic benefits and the environmental implications in Ontario. We investigat

cy gains of this technology, examine its implications in a power supply chain, and quant

mance in Stackelberg equilibrium.

connection with energy transition research, there are a number of topics which have bee

d in the literature. The issues include the nexus of energy transition and technological ch

ne and Blanford, 2020; Sanchez et al., 2015; Mai et al. 2018, Luderer et al. 2017), e

cy and direct and indirect rebound effects (Berner et al. 2022; Bruns et al. 2021; Stern,

nares and Loschel, 2020; Yan et al. 2019; Gillingham et al. 2016), and economic and environ

essments of renewable energy (Genc and Reynolds, 2019; Pietzcker, et al., 2017; Gowrisan

2016; Lovering et al. 2016). In a recent review article, Genc and Kosempel (2023) id

topics and potential research gaps and provide future directions in the area of energy trans

er, different than these papers, this research focuses on adoption of a new and clean gener

logy (called GT11N2 M) and examines its economic and environmental contributions in a p

chain in an important power jurisdiction.

is study contributes to the literature by answering the following crucial questions and

cations:

ow can a new technology adoption be assessed in electricity supply chain?

re clean energy innovations always good for the environment?

hat does a technological change represented by the innovation of natural gas-fired GT11

enerators offer?

ow does the GT11N2 M technology affect the strategies of energy firms (General Electri

ransAlta) and their economic performance in the energy supply chain?
3
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hat are the environmental implications of GT11N2 M? Is it going to help reduce green

as emissions?

re GT11N2 M’s cost and output efficiency rates substantial? How do they impact energy s

hain performance and outcomes such as prices, and outputs?

e main novelty of this research is to examine the impact of a technological change in elect

represented by the innovation of natural gas-fired GT11N2 M generators and analyze th

ons of its cost and output efficiencies on supply chain outcomes and the environment. T

edge, an analysis of technology adoption in a power supply chain has not been studied i

ure.

is article also offers methodological contributions and provide new insights in the rea

logy adoption. In terms of the modeling aspect, it embeds a rich set of assumptions i

supply chain. It explicitly distinguishes upstream firm TransAlta-Sarnia’s customers whic

tial, small businesses, industrial firms, and the Ontario market participants and formu

ower demand. Also, it constructs downstream firm General Electric’s service and mainte

nction for the GT11N2 M generators. In addition, it specifies TransAlta-Sarnia (TA-Sa

power generation cost function involving fuel, emission, and service and maintenance

rmore, it evaluates GT11N2 M’s generation cost and output efficiencies and examines

ts on supply chain outcomes including prices, outputs, and greenhouse gas emissions.

examine economic and environmental aspects of GT11N2 M upgrade in power producti

io, we propose a vertical relations setting between technology firm GE and power firm Tran

GE is the supplier of GT11N2 generators and provides total plant solutions to TA throug

e field services, turbine repairs and parts, and rotor life extensions.4 Therefore, GE affects

city generation costs.

focus on the Ontario wholesale electricity market because of data availability and its u

es. The system operator of Ontario market publishes hourly generation data for each gene

with price, load, export, and import data. In addition, Ontario is the financial and manufact

Canada and its electricity market has unique characteristics in terms of its generation por

t clearing mechanism, and price volatility compared to other jurisdictions in North Ameri

w.ge.com/power/services/gas-turbines
4
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calibrations, we construct cost functions for power generation and service and mainte

actual market and firm data. The investment in GT11N2 generators results in inventi

2 M upgrade and provides different operational modes and efficiency rates. The downst

ransAlta’s Sarnia plant utilizes this new technology to produce and sell electricity to reside

usiness, industrial, and wholesale market customers in Ontario. We formulate electricity de

h customer type. The cost and demand functions change for each time period based on fuel

arket conditions. We use daily data as natural gas spot prices are daily. We explicitly foc

ata because i) GE gained ownership and management of GT11N2 generators in 2014; ii) al

were completely shut down as of 2014; iii) gas turbines ramped up production starting

maximize profits in the supply chain: GT optimally chooses its service and maintenance pr

2 M generators and TA-Sarnia optimally chooses outputs for its customer groups. Stacke

rium solution is used to characterize supply chain outcomes.

consider two types of cost efficiencies implied by GT11N2 M upgrade: upstream servic

nance cost efficiency experienced by GE and downstream generation and fuel cost effic

enced by TA. We perturb the efficiency rates and then compute the equilibrium upstream

ownstream outputs and emissions. We also assess the implications of efficiency rates of

ing modes reported by GE. Each operating mode is associated with a different perform

. However, in reality, it is not known how long and how often these modes are used per p

or day). To overcome this, we consider a fourth mode which is a mixture of all modes. S

er four scenarios in total. The first scenario assumes that only "Maximum Continuous L

) mode is operational; the second scenario supposes that "Performance" (P) mode is utiliz

iods; the third scenario involves "Lifetime" (L) mode only; the fourth scenario, which we

d-mode", assumes that each mode is used at equal proportions for each day. In additio

er a benchmark scenario that supposes: what if the new technology was not active at all?

ter cost and demand functions are constructed and model parameters are calibrated using a

we formulate factual and counterfactual efficiency scenarios in upstream and downstream

supply chain. We then run a constrained Stackelberg equilibrium model for every day of

eal the impact of GT11N2 M upgrade on prices, outputs, and emissions.

find that GE’s dynamic prices decrease in upstream efficiency, while they are intact in d

efficiency. They are highly volatile because equilibrium price is a function of Hourly On
5
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y Price (HOEP). The price distribution is asymmetric and leptokurtic. So, price spike

cant and prevalent. TransAlta’s sales to the Ontario wholesale market increase in efficien

sing rates. Moreover, the output expansion is higher under fuel efficiency than under s

aintenance cost efficiency. Compared to the price volatility in upstream, the output vola

nstream is higher and is about twice the size of output. In some days (and hours), Tran

ot sell electricity to the wholesale market, but its outputs are always positive in residentia

ss sectors. This stems from low supply conditions combined with low prices in the who

t.

also run the model for GE’s predicted cost and output efficiency rates with the new techn

TA-Sarnia’s point of view, the most efficient generation mode in the short term is MCL. I

e highest output to all consumer groups. Compared to the old technology, we expect tha

eneration increase should be in the range of 5% (under L-mode) to 18% (under MCL-m

se output variation is nonlinear and significant over the modes, the amount of greenhous

ons will be largely impacted by the operating modes and how long they have been used.

tions show that the total emissions increase in efficiency at an increasing rate, which fo

he nonlinear relationship between output and efficiency rate. The total CO2 emissions go

nder the mixed usage of all modes. While the total NOx emissions are low compared to

ons, they increase in cost and output efficiency and exhibit similar rates to those of CO2.

e structure of the rest of the paper is as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the related litera

n 3 described the mathematical model. Section 4 applies the model to a power supply

ing the energy firms GE and TA in the Ontario wholesale electricity market, and provide

of data used for constructing and calibrating cost functions and electricity demand over diff

er groups. Section 5 quantifies economic and environmental impacts of GT11N2 M over va

nd output efficiency scenarios. Section 6 concludes with a brief discussion of the finding

research directions.

elated Literature

gh natural gas power plants are not totally clean, they offer numerous benefits including

l flexibility and contributes to power sector with greener just transition objectives (IEA, 2
6
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s, energy transition models predict co-existence of dirty fossil fuel resources and clean rene

(Jin et al. 2021; van der Ploeg and Withagen, 2012).

ide from infeasibility of total replacement of fossil-based assets with green energy, there is a

on called "just transition" that should be taken into account in the realm of energy justic

oncept, energy transition should consider equity, justice, and social aspects in energy transfo

ward renewables (Jenkins et al. 2017). From energy justice point of view, fossil fuel prod

nations and fossil fuel burning power firms cannot be alienated based on the claim that

bad and dirty. Their wealth and survival hinge on fossil fuel. In that regard, shutting dow

red generators in Ontario has caused job and wealth losses in addition to creating inequa

justices by favoring green energy developers only. However, such issues of energy justice

en addressed in Ontario.

is work is related to the literature of economics of a generation source such as nuclear,

Examples of this research stream include Abdulla et al., 2013; Gowrisankaran et al.

ng et al. 2016; Luderer et al. 2017; Pietzcker, et al., 2017. To complement this litera

us on a specific generator (an advanced combined cycle natural gas-fired generator) in a

nd examine its impact on market outcomes including prices, outputs, and emissions in a sp

city market covering different customer groups.

is research is also related to the literature of energy transition and technological change in e

. New fossil fuel-based advanced technologies can play important roles in mitigating inte

issues of renewables and meeting emissions targets domestically and internationally (Bi

lanford, 2020; Sanchez et al., 2015). The role of technological change and their implicatio

ing policy objectives are also well studied (e.g.,Bistline and Blanford, 2020; Mai et al.,

oo-Vallett et al., 2017; Luderer et al., 2017; Pietzcker et al., 2017; Kyle et al., 2009).

t to energy transition, in a recent paper, Jin et al. (2021) and papers cited therein emph

oth fossil fuel and renewable energy will coexist in a future world. Specifically, Jin et al. (

in a two-sector growth model that both green and fossil energy sectors coexist in equilib

ssil capital grows in parallel with clean capital.

addition, this paper connects with the studies on energy efficiency and rebound effect. Incre

efficiency is considered to be one of the vehicles to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. How

ciency gain that reduces the cost of energy often results in increased energy usage. Th
7
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literature examining rebound effect in energy sector, measuring either direct or economy

d effects (e.g., Gillingham et al. 2016; Adetutu et al. 2016; Yan et al. 2019; Colmenare

l, 2020; Stern, 2020; Bruns et al. 2021; Berner et al. 2022). They use computational, accou

pirical approaches to show that energy efficiency gains significantly increase energy usag

ons. For example, in a recent paper, Berner et al. (2022) use an econometric model to stud

t of energy efficiency on consumption and find that efficiency gains resulting in reduction in

duction lead to economy-wide rebound effects of 78%-101% in select countries. Therefore,

t that energy efficiency will not be a cure for tackling carbon emissions.

reover, this research is also related to Ontario electricity market studies. Using Ontario m

rm level data, Genc (2016) measured wholesale price elasticity of demand by means of m

indices. Aydemir and Genc (2017) investigated the cross-border electricity trade and its im

emissions and welfare in Ontario. Billette and Pineau (2016) estimated market outcome

e changes associated with electricity market integration under transmission constraints

io data. Genc and Reynolds (2019) examined the impact of renewable energy ownership on

t, and the environmental performance in Ontario.

odel

nsider a vertical relations model in which the upstream firm General Electric invests in na

rbines, manufactures combined-cycle natural gas-fired generators called "GT11N2", and

o the downstream firm TransAlta. GE also supplies parts and provides maintenance and s

11N2 generators. TransAlta has been using these generators in its Sarnia plant (called

by the Ontario system operator) to produce and sell electricity to a variety of customer g

ario.

ere are three types of consumers served by TA-Sarnia. Type 1 (T1) consumers are house

all businesses which buy q1 MWh electricity from TA-Sarnia at a price of p1, which is a

price chosen by the Ontario Energy Board. Type 2 (T2) consumers correspond to indu

ers which are petrochemical companies located in Sarnia, Ontario. They are price respo

eir inverse demand p2(q2) is linear which is calibrated below. Type 3 (T3) consumers

tario wholesale customers. They have a broader access to market and can buy electricity
8
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le producers in the wholesale market, including TA-Sarnia which is a competitive fringe.

sells q3 MWh at a wholesale market price p3, which is stochastic and changes over ti

rnia has K = 510 MW installed capacity and production is constrained by its available cap

2 + q3 ≤ K.

e upstream firm GE’s research and development has led to technological change and res

t and output efficiency, which is described below. The new product invented by GE is n

N2 M upgrade". The objectives of GE are to sell the new gas turbine and provide its s

aintenance. TA-Sarnia’s objective is to generate electricity from the new generator and sel

tomer groups. This supply chain game will be solved by using Stackelberg equilibrium co

sequential nature of decision making process between the firms.

ven the cost and demand functions, we write the objective functions of each firm. Wit

chnology, the downstream firm TA-Sarnia chooses optimal generation quantities to max

lowing profit function subject to production constraints for each time t = 1, 2, ..., 365 in 2

,t

ΠTAS,t(.) = q1,tp1,t+q2,tp2,t(q2,t)+q3,tp3,t−λ0wt(q1,t+q2,t+q3,t)−λ1,tc1,t(q1,t+q2,t+q3,t)

t to

q1,t given,

0 ≤ q2,t ≤ KTAS,t,

0 ≤ q3,t ≤ KTAS,t,

∑
q1,t + q2,t + q3,t ≤ KTAS,t,

the total service and maintenance cost is equal to GE’s price w times total output

q2,t + q3,t), and the total generation cost is equal to the cost parameter c1,t (which w

ted) times square of the total output (qt).

the new technology, the upstream firm GE optimally chooses its price wt to maximize its

n for each time t in 2014:

max
wt

ΠGE,t(.) = (q1,t + q2,t(wt) + q3,t(wt))(wt − f1)−D(I).
9
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the first term is revenue (total output qt times its price w) minus the total service and

e cost (qt times f1). Note that the outputs sold to T2 and T3 markets by TA-Sarnia de

GE’s price w. This is because in the backward solution of Stackelberg game, the best res

ns q2,t and q3,t obtained by solving (1)-(5) change as w changes.

so, D(I) represents a cost of research and development or it is simply investment expend

n for the level of investment I, aimed to innovate GT11N2 M technology. This is a sunk

e level of investment I is fixed and does not affect the decision variable w. However, in a

icated model, investment level can affect the production capacity, if it is treated as a cap

ment (see Genc, 2017).

e timing of this Stackelberg game is that GE chooses its price w in the first stage. TA-S

s its outputs q2 and q3 in the second stage, given GE’s price w. As usual, this Stackelberg

ed backwards (solving for TA-Sarnia’s problem first and then solving for GE’s problem se

ke sure that strategies are optimal and time consistent.

customer’s price p1,t is chosen by the energy regulator and their demand is stable, as expl

TA-Sarnia plant provides on average 95 MWh electricity to the residential consumers

ch period of 2014. So q1,t = 95 holds. In addition, total output never exceeds the ava

ction capacity of TA-Sarnia plant, which changes almost every hour in 2014. The output

,t are optimized and obey the non-negativity and maximum production constraints. TA-S

ged to serve to its core customers (T1 and T2) in its jurisdiction. That is, T1 consume

first, T2 customers served next, and the remaining output is sold to the wholesale mark

market price p3.5

a power producer, TransAlta has a small installed capacity in the Ontario market and is tr

ompetitive fringe (Genc and Reynolds, 2019). However, GE is a dominant producer o

es in North American power industry and has a market power in setting its price.

nsequently, given the nature of vertical relations between GE and TransAlta, pricing pra

industry, complementary feature of products in the supply chain, the role of GE in gene

acturing in the upstream, and TransAlta’s status as a power producer, Stackelberg equilib

pointed out by a referee that the main results of the paper (in Tables 5-8) would not change if the order in
T2 customers served would change. The order that they are served is intrinsically an exogenous constrain
xible customers are T1 type who have no choice but to purchase electricity from TA-Sarnia. The most fl
ers are T3 who can buy from any power producer in the Ontario market. T2 consumers have some flexib
n respond to TA-Sarnia’s prices by shifting their production over time or use their own generators, if need
10
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t is used to characterize and compute market outcomes.

the literature, there are alternative models which examine competition between power fir

olesale electricity markets.6 A prominent one is a supply function equilibrium (SFE) approa

power firms submit price-quantity pairs, formed by a (step or continuous) function, to elect

for each time period (5-minutes, 15-minutes, 30-minutes or 60-minutes, depending on elect

t rules) during a day or a day-ahead (Klemperer and Meyer, 1989; Newbery, 1998; Ba

and Kahn, 2004; Genc and Reynolds, 2011). These functions indicate willingness to sell

associated supply quantities (MWh). An independent system operator aggregates the s

ns submitted by the firms and matches with market demand to find the SFE price at

Every firm is paid either at the market price (called uniform SFE price) or at its bidding

discriminatory SFE price), if the firm is called to dispatch its power (Genc, 2009). The

t has been commonly implemented to analyze bidding behavior in electricity auctions. An

ch to analyze market power issues is Cournot model in which production quantity is a str

ch firm. Cournot approach allows different-sized asymmetric strategic firms with compe

firms (Genc and Sen, 2008; Acemoglu, et al., 2017; Genc and Reynolds, 2019). Market outc

ted by SFE and Cournot models are sensitive to cost and market demand specifications (

eynolds, 2011; Genc and Reynolds, 2019). However, these alternative modeling approache

itable in our study. This is because we do not examine the entire market and do not ha

ion to model competition between power producers in Ontario. Instead, we focus on a s

relation between an upstream firm which is a component supplier (i.e., General Electric)

tream power producer (TransAlta) which uses the component to produce and sell a final pr

lectricity). For such vertical relations, Stackelberg equilibrium concept is a proper app

and DeGiovanni, 2020; Genc, 2021).

fore we examine the model, we will briefly provide the details about firms in the supply

plain the features of the Ontario market.

The Downstream Firm: TransAlta Sarnia Plant

ower producer TransAlta (www.TransAlta.com) has the holdings of a variety of power gener

th America. In Ontario, TransAlta operates several wind farms and natural gas-fired plants

is issue was pointed out by a referee.
11
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nstalled production capacity of less than 1,000 MW. This study focuses on its largest na

ed plant, which is in Sarnia. Sarnia is the largest city on Lake Huron and in Lambton Co

lta’s Sarnia Regional Cogeneration Plant has been producing electricity since 2003. The

ted on a large 268-acre land and this generation facility is registered as TA-Sarnia in the IE

generators. The Sarnia plant initially had three Alstom 11N2 gas turbines. General El

acquired Alstom’s power and grid businesses, and 11N2 type generators have been produc

th the nameplate GT11N2. Each GT11N2 is capable of generating electricity in the range o

MWh. In addition, TA-Sarnia operates condensing steam turbines that can produce 120 M

as back-pressure steam turbines capable of generating 56 MWh electricity. Its total ins

ction capacity in 2020 was 499 MW.7

e electricity produced by TA-Sarnia is sold to three demand segments: residential and

ss, industrial, and wholesale market customers. Specifically, the Sarnia plant has long

cts to supply steam and electricity to industrial customers such as ArLanxeo, Styrolution, S

y and Nova. The industrial customers are charged “behind the fence” electricity prices,

ivate and are only known by TA-Sarnia and buyers. The remainder of generation is sold to

d segments.

e Sarnia plant is highly efficient because it is a cogeneration facility producing electricit

simultaneously by burning natural gas. Steam can be used for industrial processes or to gen

onal electricity through a steam turbine. Specifically, at the Sarnia plant, efficiency rates o

fficient generator are 6707 kJ/kWh of heat rate, 0.07 g/MJ of NOx rate, and 0 g/MJ o

his is reported by the Environment Canada’s Module Unit List.8

ble 1 displays descriptive statistics of TA-Sarnia’s hourly outputs and available productio

s in 2014. There was no plant outage, and output variability was with the minimum o

and the maximum of 436 MWh. Distribution of outputs over hours shows that there

t spikes and the likelihood of extreme outputs was significant. In particular, a positive ske

tes that the distribution is asymmetric and the probability of larger outputs is higher tha

ility of smaller outputs. The value of kurtosis is positive and larger than one, and ind

istribution is leptokurtic (fat-tailed) and the likelihood of extreme outputs lying far away

https://transalta.com/facilities/plants-operation/sarnia/
e Canadian module unit list shows the inventory of electric generating units (EGUs) and planned/committed
ir relevant characteristics. The web-link is http://www.ec.gc.ca/air/default.asp?lang=En&n=D6C16D01-
12
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Table 1: Hourly TA-Sarnia Output-Available Capacity in 2014
TA-Sarnia mean stdev min max skew kurtosis

output 187.19 73.62 100 436 1.32 1.03
avail_Capacity 436.29 54.12 225 510 -0.53 0.18

ean is significant. On the other hand, distribution of available production capacities resem

rd normal distribution and the variability of available production capacity is low.

The Upstream Supplier: General Electric

supply chain, the upstream firm GE manufactures generators and provides after-sale total p

solutions including parts, service, and maintenance of its generators. Its primary product

tor GT11N2 M and its secondary products are service, maintenance, and parts. Trans

ownstream firm, once buys GE’s GT11N2 M generators and starts producing electrici

tands that it also commits to purchase parts, service, and maintenance from GE. This ve

n implies that GE essentially sells TransAlta "complementary products", which are com

ary and secondary products.

ere are, of course, third-party parts, service, and maintenance suppliers in the market

are competitors of GE in the secondary product market. In this case, would TransAlta c

-party supplier over GE? Given that gas-fired plants are marginal generators, clear the m

erate during high-priced peak-times, TransAlta would not risk failures in its generators be

, cheap parts and/or lousy service provided by a third party. Therefore, the common se

t should choose GE’s ancillary after-sale service. In addition, it may be that GE engag

sales and its contract enforces TransAlta to buy the secondary product when it buys the pr

ct. In exchange, TransAlta could be offered a favorable "bundle price" for both products

eliminate a need for a third-party supplier solution. Note that, tie-in sales and bundlin

on sales practices in the power sector.

e purchase of Alstom’s power assets including its generators was GE’s largest-ever indu

ition.9 GE implemented the latest available technologies to upgrade GT11N2 generators.

entation of upgrades aimed increasing engine power output, reducing costs of operation

ement, and facilitating flexible operation modes. All these goals meant cost and produ

ps://www.ge.com/news/press-releases/ge-completes-acquisition-alstom-power-and-grid-businesses
13
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cy. To meet its goals, the upgrade package comprised of redesigning turbine blade, retrofi

her engine performance, and extending lifetime. In addition to the new turbine blades, GT

rade provided i) flexibility which translated into three switchable operating modes for max

ed lifetime, extra power output, and efficiency; ii) reduced maintenance costs through exte

intervals of up to 48,000 equivalent operating hours; iii) better performance with up to 14

ower output and up to 1.9% gas turbine efficiency. GE reports that the new upgrade has

ional and providing competitive electricity costs worldwide.10 The specifications of GT11

e will be presented in detail below.

The Market: Ontario

io is the manufacturing hub of Canada. Its power market has distinct features, compar

ighboring jurisdictions of regulated power markets in Manitoba and Quebec and restruc

city markets in New York and Michigan, in several aspects such as its portfolio of produ

logies, market clearing mechanism, and price volatility (Aydemir and Genc, 2017). For exa

ntario market price volatility is the largest in North America. The Independent Elect

Operator (IESO) is the clearing-house of wholesale electricity market and manages elect

its transmission network. The IESO runs a pool-type real-time auction for every 5 minute

es demand with supply to determine real-time prices. However, power transactions are

rly price called Ontario Hourly Energy Price (HOEP), which is the average of 5-minute au

Distribution companies and large industrial consumers are subjected to HOEP. There

ead forward market and the share of bilateral contracts is tiny because of its market desi

e IESO publishes actual hourly production and available capacity data for all generator

re available at its website (www.ieso.ca). The size of power producers is asymmetric and

few strategic firms facing competitive fringe suppliers. The firms with large capacities in

io Power Generation Inc (OPG), Bruce Nuclear Inc (Bruce), and Brookfield Renewable E

rookfield). They are considered dominant firms with market power. Other firms incl

lta are considered fringe suppliers (Genc and Reynolds, 2019).

give a glimpse of Ontario wholesale prices, we plot daily prices in 2014 in Figure 1.

ale electricity prices in the first quarter were high and volatile compared to the prices in

ps://www.ge.com/power/services/gas-turbines/upgrades/gt11n2-m
14
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rs. The polar vortex trapped cold air throughout Northeast resulted in cold temperature

households and businesses to ramp up their electricity consumption. In addition, natura

es in storage depleted due to strong withdrawals that considerably high natural gas prices

ories in Northeast America hit the lowest levels in the past 5 years, so gas prices soared r

Therefore, the higher gas prices caused the higher electricity prices. In the figure, we ob

egative electricity prices which stem from excess supply, caused by wind power generatio

<< Figure 1>>

cause TransAlta Sarnia plant runs gas-fired generators, natural gas prices are input cos

ctricity generation. For gas prices, we use Henry Hub natural gas spot prices as they ar

mark prices for natural gas transactions in North America. Henry Hub spot prices are pub

Between January and March, residential and commercial demand for natural gas increase

temperatures. High demand combined with pipeline constraints and low gas reserves contri

ord-high prices. In summer of 2014, the need for air conditioning went down because of

ratures. This led to reduced natural gas demand for the electricity producers. So natura

e increased from April through November and caused lower natural gas prices overall.

odel Calibrations

er to apply the vertical relations model described above to the firms operating in electric p

chain in Ontario, we will calibrate cost and demand functions using actual firm and market

n simulations with respect to factual and counterfactual production cost, output, and s

aintenance cost efficiency scenarios to investigate economic and environmental implicatio

w technology GT11N2 M.

Data Specification

ploy market and firm-level data provided by the Independent Electricity System Ope

), the Environment Canada, Statistics Canada, and a number of web sources (such a

ransAlta websites). The market level data incorporates hourly actual generation and ava

ty for each active generator selling power to the Ontario wholesale electricity market. I

es hourly market clearing prices called "Hourly Ontario Energy Price" (HOEP) and h
15
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d quantity (Ontario demand plus export demand). Firm level data includes technical fea

erators owned by each power firm and financial data such as fuel and emission prices. For

tor registered in Ontario, we have their efficiency rates incorporating energy content and

nd NOx, SO2, CO2, and greenhouse gas emission rates. Along with generator efficiency

and emission prices are used to construct the marginal production cost of the generators

addition, the dataset includes demand and price projections including one-hour, two-hou

hour ahead pre-dispatch prices and quantities which are the IESO’s estimates before the m

The raw data obtained from the IESO, Statistics Canada and the Environment Canad

ted into a workable database.

reover, we obtain data for GE’s GT11N2 M generator characteristics, operational mode

ciency rates from GE’s webpage. TransAlta-Sarnia sells power to a number of customer

demand profiles are also obtained from a number of websites which are also explained in

though we have data for multiple years, we mainly focus on 2014 because of the following rea

as of 2014 all coal plants have been completely shut down and replaced by natural gas

tors and renewables. Second, gas turbines ramped up production starting 2014 to mi

ittent wind and solar energy and fill in the absence of coal generators. The actual produ

the Ontario market shows that the share of natural gas generated electricity is one of the la

generation portfolio compared to the previous years. Third, GE purchased Alstom’s powe

usinesses in 2014. Fourth, the upgrade package of GT11N2 M was operational in 2014.

l of this data is used to estimate demand by consumer types, power generation cost func

aintenance and service cost functions which are described in the following subsections in d

Demand by Consumer Types

icity customers are heterogeneous. Residential, small business, industrial, and wholesale m

ers exhibit diverse consumption behaviors and their demand elasticities are different: resid

ers show the least price response while industrial consumers have the highest price res

eral (Genc, 2016). These demand groups are also subjected to different prices. In the On

t, TransAlta exercises second and third degree price discrimination to its customers.

be able to assess economic and environmental implications of a supply-side structural ch
16
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Table 2: Type 1 Consumer Prices (cents/kWh)
Effective date Off-peak price Mid-peak price On-peak price
Nov 1, 2013 7.2 10.9 12.9
May 1, 2014 7.5 11.2 13.5
Nov 1, 2014 7.7 11.4 14.0
May 1, 2015 8.0 12.2 16.1
Nov 1, 2015 8.3 12.8 17.5
May 1, 2016 8.7 13.2 18.0
Nov 1, 2016 8.7 13.2 18.0
May 1, 2017 7.7 11.3 15.7
Nov 1, 2017 6.5 9.5 13.2
May 1, 2018 6.5 9.4 13.2

ource: https://www.oeb.ca/rates-and-your-bill/electricity-rates/historical-electricity-rates

is the diffusion of a new production technology GT11N2 M upgrade, on market outcome

specify demand in detail and take different demand elasticities and price discrimination ap

erent demand segments into account.

pe 1 consumers:

pe 1 (T1) consumers are comprised of households and small businesses, including farms.

e-of-use (TOU) rates which are set by the energy regulator Ontario Energy Board (OEB).

ave been implemented in the province since 2005.11 Table 2 shows the rates (which corres

n the model) and their evolution over years. They are charged to T1 consumers over the pe

(on-peak, off-peak, mid-peak). The rates change twice a year. In summer (May 1-Octobe

k time covers 7pm-7am, on-peak corresponds to 11am-5pm, and the rest denotes mid-pea

(Nov 1-April 30), off-peak time covers 7pm-7am, mid-peak corresponds to 11am-5pm, an

on-peak. All weekends and statutory holidays are treated as off-peak period. In 2014, resid

all business customers paid 10.75 cents/kWh on average (Table 2).

sed on this table, the following daily average prices (p1) will be used in our simulations f

ers: during Jan 1-Apr 30, $103.33 and $72 per MWh are used for weekdays and week

tively; $107.33 and $75 are assumed during May 1-Oct 31, and $110.33 and $77 are assum

-Dec 31 in 2014.

Ontarion household uses about 9,500 kWh of electricity per year, which implies 1.08

e consumption per hour. In 2014, the average Canadian household consumed 11,135 kW

https://www.oeb.ca/rates-and-your-bill/electricity-rates/historical-electricity-rates
17
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city per year, corresponding to about 1.27 kWh per hour.12

are interested in electricity consumption in the City of Sarnia, as TA-Sarnia provides elect

dential and commercial customers in Sarnia. It is the largest city on Lake Huron and is a p

on County in southwestern Ontario with a population of 71,594, according to 2016 census.13

opulation of Lambton County was 123,399 in 2016.14 The total installed generation cap

bton County is 2,662 MW, including TA-Sarnia’s capacity.15 There are two utilities prov

to Lampton County. The first one is BlueWater Distribution Company, owned and ope

nsAlta, serving Sarnia and adjacent small towns (Alvinston with population 2548, Oil Sp

opulation 648, Petrolia with population 5742, Point Edward with 2037 people and Wa

hip with 3692 inhabitants). The second utility is HydroOne Networks Company, servin

Lambton County.

ven that the BlueWater serves 86,261 residences and the average consumption figure in On

kWh, the total consumption of T1 consumers in Sarnia should be around 95 MWh. T

than the average production quantity (187 MWh in 2014) of TA-Sarnia plant.

pe 2 consumers:

pe 2 (T2) consumers correspond to industrial consumers of TA-Sarnia. Their demand is

sive as they may use alternative energy sources and have the flexibility to shift production

s. Their inverse demand is assumed to be linear: p2 = a− bq2, where the coefficients (a,

calibrated using actual data. Sarnia houses 62 industrial facilities and refineries. The indu

ers are petrochemical companies and refineries including ArLanxeo, Styrolution, Shell Ca

ial Oil, Suncor Energy and Nova. They are charged negotiated and confidential “behin

electricity prices by TA-Sarnia.16 Because of the nature of confidentiality of industrial cust

we have a little information to estimate their demand coefficients. However, we will appl

ing procedure proposed by Genc et al. (2007).

ven that inverse demand is p2 = a− bq2, demand becomes q2 = a/b− p2/b. At the lowest

ps://energyrates.ca/residential-electricity-natural-gas/
te that population surveys are conducted in every 5 years, and 2016 survey is the closest measure o
ion.
ps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sarnia
nsAlta Energy Corporation – 506 MW Co-generation (natural gas) Greenfield Energy – 1,005 MW (n
. Clair Energy Centre – 577 MW (natural gas) Green Electron Power Project – 289 MW (natural gas
struction) Photo-voltaic Solar Farms – 120 MW, and Wind – over 165 MW. This information is availa
/www.sarnialambton.on.ca/infrastructure/utilities
ps://www.sarnialambton.on.ca/infrastructure/utilities
18
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e (i.e., p2 = 0), the maximum demand quantity becomes q2,max = a/b. That is, a/b corresp

maximum quantity that can be sold to T2 customers. Based on actual data, the max

ction in TA-Sarnia plant in 2014 was 430.75 MWh. Because T1 customers’ demand is sta

h, the maximum production at TA-Sarnia less of T1 demand becomes the maximum qua

T2 customers (i.e., 430.75-95=335.75). Note that TA-Sarnia is obligated to first meet T

stomer demands and then sell the remaining output to T3 customers because of its contra

tions to T1 and T2 customers. Therefore, the maximum demand quantity of T2 custo

es a/b=335.75 MWh. Next we write q̄2 = a/b− p̄2/b , where q̄2 and p̄2 are the average de

ty and the average price, respectively. Alternatively, q̄2 and p̄2 would correspond to the exp

if demand was stochastic with a white noise. Because of data confidentiality we do not know

power is actually sold to the industrial customers by TA-Sarnia for each hour or day. How

estimate them. According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration Survey of 201

eum refining industry uses around one third of total electricity production in a town simi

.17. Based on this survey data, the average consumption of T2 customers becomes one-th

tual average production at the TA-Sarnia plant. The actual average output is 187 MWh in

s one-third is about 62 MWh. Therefore, q̄2 = 62.

estimate p̄2. which is unknown and confidential, we assume that the average wholesale m

which is the Hourly Ontario Energy Price) represents a proxy to the "behind the fence" p

d to the industrial customers. The average hourly market price in 2014 was $32.4/MWh. T

he price paid by industrial customers should be p̄2 = 32.4. We can now solve for the slope

the values for a/b, q̄2 and p̄2. That is, we use the equation 62 = 335.75 − 32.4/b to solve

tain that b = 0.11836. Because a/b = 335.75, then we obtain that a = 39.74 holds.

nsequently, the calibrated inverse demand for T2 customers is p2 = 39.74− 0.11836q2. In m

tions, we find that this demand estimate along with other assumptions leads to equilib

es close to the actual ones.

pe 3 consumers:

hen TransAlta’s production in Sarnia exceeds total demand quantity in T1 and T2 marke

ll the remaining quantity to the Ontario wholesale electricity market (i.e, T3 customers) th

ission lines. Because TransAlta is a small producer compared to others in the wholesale m

ps://www.eia.gov/totalenergy/data/monthly/pdf/flow/css_2019_energy.pdf
19
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eated as a price-taker (see Aydemir and Genc, 2017).

t qt denote the total output of TA-Sarnia at time t. It is less than or equal to available cap

t. The output sold to wholesale customers (T3) becomes q3,t = qt − q1,t − q2,t, where q1,t

ty sold to T1 consumers, and q2,t is the output sold to T2 consumers. The output q3,t is p

, which is equal to the actual hourly Ontario energy price (HOEP).

see the relationship between HOEP, load (Ontario market demand including exports), and

output, we run the following OLS regression using the actual hourly data. This regression

irit of Genc and Reynolds (2019) who examined the effects of wind generation on market

issions.

p3,h = α0 + α1Lh + α2TASh + ϵh,

p3,h corresponds to HOEP, Lh denotes load, TASh is the TA-Sarnia output, h refers to ho

and h = 1, ..., 8760.

te that TA-Sarnia sells most of its output to its local customers and load is very large com

-Sarnia output. The OLS estimation in (7) yields,

h = −131.681 + 0.00718Lh + 0.1839TASh, where all coefficients are significant with p-valu

.01. The positive sign in front of TA-Sarnia output shows that TA-Sarnia sells power t

ale market when HOEP prices increase. Note that while this regression is not used in m

tions in the following sections its main purpose is to expose the correlation between the var

eir marginal impacts. This specification is in line with Genc and Reynolds (2019) who use "L

ind output" as the right hand side variables in their price equation (4). Similar to their m

load and a supply variable (i.e., TransAlta production) as explanatory variables. In their

pply data was comprised of wind output, because they intended to measure the marginal im

d generation on price. In this case, the coefficient α2 serves to the same purpose. Simulta

dogeneity are not an issue in this price equation, similar to theirs, because of the price-t

status of TransAlta.
20
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Electricity Generation Cost Function

rnia’s electricity production cost function is assumed to be quadratic in output (Aydemi

2017; Genc and Reynolds, 2019).18

C(q1, q2, q3) = w(q1 + q2 + q3) + c0(q1 + q2 + q3)
2

er, we will rescale and calibrate the following quadratic cost function so as to obtain cost fi

o actual cost of power production in Ontario.

ith a slight modification we redefine it as

C(q1, q2, q3) = λ0w(q1 + q2 + q3) + λ1c0(q1 + q2 + q3)
2.

oefficients λ0 and λ1 are scalars and can be chosen based on market and generator sp

ions.

this cost function, w corresponds to a unit variable cost of maintenance, service and/or

ed by the upstream generator maker GE. This is because GE not only sells GT11N2 gener

-Sarnia, but also provides generation service, maintenance and parts.19 The cost coefficie

es input (i.e., natural gas) cost plus emissions costs, which will be specified next.

(8) the marginal cost of electricity production is MC(q) = w + 2c0q for each unit of out

the upgrade. The actual average output of TA-Sarnia is 187 MWh in 2014. Taking into ac

ntenance, service, parts, fuel, and emissions costs, the marginal cost at the average produ

= 187) becomes a large number, which is not meaningful. Therefore, we resort to rescale

(9). This operation will result in a reasonable marginal cost figure representing the actua

eration from a natural gas-fired generator.

r the Ontario market and firms GE and TA-Sarnia, we assume that λ1 = 1/2K. The term

to remove the effect of quadratic term when the derivative is taken. K corresponds to ava

ty at a given time, which can vary every hour. It is usually lower than the installed capac

rginal cost of power generation from natural gas-fired generators is not constant due to generator characte
heat rate, emission rate, ramp-up/down rate. Using generator characteristics, fuel price data and prod

ies, Aydemir and Genc (2017) constructed actual cost functions for power production from a variety of gene
. They obtained that the aggregate power cost function is polynomial and can be approximated by a qua
n.
w.ge.com/power/services/gas-turbines
21
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W, and the average available capacity in 2014 was 436 MW (Table 1). λ0 can be chosen bas

cost figures. For several values of λ0 > 0, we run the model and obtain the average equilib

ts. For λ0 ∈ (0, 10) we find that equilibrium outputs are in the same neighborhood and are

actual sales to customer groups. So, without loss of generality, we choose an average o

l and assume λ0 = 5.

(9) we compute the marginal cost of electricity production at Sarnia plant and find that MC

$33.44/MWh at the average output (q) of 187 MWh, the average available capacity (K) o

the average unit fuel and emissions cost (c0) of $43/MWh, the maintenance service price (

h, and λ0 equals 5. This is a reasonable cost estimate for an efficient combined-cycle na

ed generator in Ontario (Genc and Sen, 2008).

10/1/2014, TA-Sarnia plant hit its lowest production of 100 MWh while its available cap

5 MW. At this output-capacity pair, the marginal cost of production would be 24.88 $/M

e other hand, the maximum output of 436 MWh with available capacity of 510 was record

014. At this production-capacity level, the marginal cost of electricity would be 51.83 $/M

fore, based on this methodology, the marginal production cost of GT11N2 generators shou

e interval of [$24.88, $51.83] per MWh. The variation in marginal costs depends on se

including output level. Furthermore, GT11N2 generators can be run at different modes,

ts own efficiency rate that impacts cost of generation significantly. We will explain these

ail in Section 6.

xt we will compute c0 from available cost data. The marginal cost coefficient c0 changes as

ges and is formulated as follows.

c0(t) = cfuel(t) + cSO2 + cNOx + cCO2 ,

the unit cost of fuel is calculated as

cfuel(t) = pHenryHub(t)HRGT11N2CR,

CR refers to energy conversion rate. The heat rate HRGT11N2 can change from generat

tor.20

o see https://netl.doe.gov/sites/default/files/gas-turbine-handbook/1-1.pdf
22
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Table 3: TA-Sarnia Plant Generator Characteristics
ctric Generating Unit Name Plant Type Heat Rate (kJ/kWh) NOx Rate (g/M
rnia Regional: Generator 1 Cogen - C_Cycle 6,707 0.0688

Sarnia: Generator 1 Cogen - C_Cycle 9,187 0.0688
Sarnia: Generator 2 Cogen - C_Cycle 9,187 0.0688

ia/Clearwater:Boiler1-Gen 1 Cogen - Gas 9,648 0.103
ia/Clearwater:Boiler2-Gen 2 Cogen - Gas 9,648 0.103
ia/Clearwater:Boiler3-Gen 3 Cogen - Gas 9,648 0.103
ia/Clearwater:Boiler4-Gen 4 Cogen - Gas 9,648 0.103

Source: Canadian Module Unit List published by the Environment Canada

e unit costs of emissions are

cSO2 = pSO2HRGT11N2ESO2 ,

cNOx = pNOxHRGT11N2ENOx,

cCO2 = pCO2HRGT11N2ECO2 ,

ESO2 refers to SO2 emission rate of a gas generator and pSO2 stands for SO2 permit

r notation is employed for NOx and CO2 emission rates and prices.

te that there was no carbon pricing in Canada up until 2018. A cap-and trade program

ed in 2018 with a minimum price of $10 per tonne of CO2. Therefore, the carbon cost doe

p in our cost formulation. That is, pCO2 = 0 holds in 2014.

ansAlta’s Sarnia plant consists of three Alstom gas turbines (called GT11N2 after acquis

ree Nooter-Eriksen supplementary-fired heat recovery steam generators (HRSGs), two A

ne Westinghouse steam turbines. Accordingly, we form Table 3 to list the TA-Sarnia

teristics provided by the Environment Canada.

ven the different heat rates in the table, we calculate the average heat rate and assign

11N2. This is a reasonable assumption because i) not all generators are GT11N2 nameplat

mportantly, only the total electricity production at the Sarnia plant, but not the output

enerator, is observed. Therefore, HRGT11N2 = 9, 096 kJ/kWh is assumed.

cause natural gas is the main fuel for TA-Sarnia generators, we use daily Henry Hub na

ot prices to calculate fuel costs. In 2014, the average daily natural gas spot price was US

tu, corresponding to CA $4.80 MMBtu at the average daily exchange rate of 1 CAD=0.
23
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The conversion rate CR in the cost formula reflects the relationship between energy un

kJ = 0.947817 ∗ 10−6 MMBtu.

erefore, given the average heat rate, natural gas price, conversion rate, exchange rate, and

1MWh, we calculate the average fuel cost in 2014 as

el,2014 = (9096kJ/kWh)($4.80/MMBtu)(0.947817 ∗ 10−6MMBtu) = $41.38/MWh.

e sulfur-dioxide (SO2) emission cost per output is

2 = pSO2HRGT11N2ESO2 .

cause SO2 emission rates of TA-Sarnia generators are zero, reported by the Environment Ca

it SO2 cost will be zero. That is, cSO2 = 0. Similarly, because pCO2 = 0 in 2014 cCO2 = 0 h

wever, NOx emission cost is positive. Aydemir and Genc (2017) use the average NOx p

f CA$2000 per ton for the Ontario market. At the duration of their study period, emi

either capped nor traded in Ontario and fossil fuel-based generation firms purchased per

intended to cover externality-environmental and social-costs of electricity generation. Give

price, the average heat rate (of 9096) and the average NOx rate (of 0.08834) in the above

culate that the average unit cost of emitting NOx per MWh electricity generation shou

MWh in 2014. It is specifically calculated as follows.

Ox = pNOxHRGT11N2ENOx = ($2000/ton)(9096kJ/kWh)(0.08834g/MJ) = $1.61/MWh.

our estimate of average cost coefficient in 2014 is

= cfuel + cSO2 + cCO2 + cNOx = $41.38/MWh+ 0 + 0 + $1.61/MWh = $42.99/MWh.

del simulations, the variable c0 will vary daily as cfuel changes daily. Figure 2 plots this va

4.

<< Figure 2>>

e invention of the new technology (GT11N2 M upgrade) results in better performance and

ion. Because c1 is the cost coefficient after the product upgrade and c0 is the cost coeffi

the upgrade, c1 < c0 should hold and c ≡ c0 − c1 > 0 denotes the generation cost effic

cally, the total cost function with the new technology turns out to be

C(q1, q2, q3) = λ0w(q1 + q2 + q3) + λ1c1(q1 + q2 + q3)
2.

quation represents the total generation cost function after the new technology. It is diff
24
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Table 4: GT11N2 M Upgrade Modes and Efficiency
Benefits MCL-Mode P-Mode L-Mode

Power output increase (MW) 14.3 10.2 4.2
Efficiency increase (add.) [%] 1.9 1.8 1.6

Interval extension [keOH] 0 12 24
Source: General Electric (www.ge.com/power)

quation (9), as the coefficients (c0 and c1) are different and equilibrium strategies (w and q

ange with the new technology. In Section 6, we will examine how different cost efficiency

pact market outcomes.

Maintenance and Service Cost Function

pstream generator maker GE provides service and maintenance of GT11N2 generators to p

cers. The cost of maintenance and service is assumed to be linear; Cs(qs) = f0qs, where f0

rginal cost of service per MWh output before the GT11N2 upgrade. The service and mainte

nction after the upgrade is Cs(qs) = f1qs, where 0 < f1 < f0 and f ≡ f0 − f1 > 0

and maintenance cost reduction per unit due to efficiency of the new technology. Accordi

rnia ISO (CAISO) 2018 report of “Variable Operations and Maintenance Cost”, a default

variable operation and maintenance cost for natural gas-fired combined cycle and steam

nd $2.80/MWh. We assume the same cost figure for Ontario as labor and service cost

r in both countries. Therefore, our estimate of unit service cost is f0 = $2.80/MWh. Ne

plain how we choose the efficiency rate f for service and maintenance cost in model simula

Efficiency Rates of GT11N2 M

s redesigned turbine blades and come up with state-of-the-art turbine aerodynamics and co

11N2 M upgrade. This new technology provides switchable operating modes for max

ed lifetime, extra power output, and efficiency. It reduces variable service and mainte

nd production costs. Table 4 displays the operating modes and efficiency rates.21

ximum Continuous Load (MCL) mode is optimized for peak demands, provides inspe

t gas path casing-the core) for intervals of 24,000 equivalent operations hours (EOH), an

significantly increased combined-cycle power and efficiency. Performance (P) mode is optim

ps://www.ge.com/power/services/gas-turbines/upgrades/gt11n2-m
25
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rformance and lifetime, leads to inspection intervals of 36,000 EOH, and showcases incr

ned-cycle power and efficiency. Lifetime (L) mode is optimized for simple cycle applica

are suitable for low energy demand situations, corresponds to significantly extended inspe

ls of 48,000 EOH and provides gas turbine power and efficiency.

ble 4 shows that the new upgrade is intended to reduce service and maintenance costs a

plant and decrease cost of electricity generation. However, neither GE nor Alstom specifi

how much cost savings would materialize for fuel (represented by cfuel) and service and

e (represented by f) per MWh electricity generation. In reality, the actual cost efficiency

depend on factors such as age of GT11N2 generator, mode, time, ramp-up and -down

s, and actual output quantity. However, we do not have such a detailed information.

tly, we will arbitrarily assume several efficiency rates in model simulations to investigate

es will vary with respect to these rates. Specifically, we will assume the efficiency ra

, 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25% and c = 0%, 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%. In addition, we will

the data in Table 4 when we run alternative scenarios for predicting model outcomes under

ional modes.

imulations and Results

lve the model formulated by the expressions (1)-(6) for Stackelberg outcomes under effic

ios to determine the impact of GT11N2 M upgrade on prices, outputs, and emissions. B

model calibrations in Section 4, we use the following parameter values for all simula

.74, b = 0.11835, λ0 = 5, and f0 = 2.8.

Simulations for Upstream and Downstream Cost Efficiency

rturb upstream cost efficiency rates at f = 0%, 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, and downstream

cy with the same rates of c = 0%, 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%.

run the equilibrium model for each day of 2014 and report GE’s dynamic prices (w) with re

st efficiency rate. In Table 5, w-f0 represents a benchmark case in which there is no cost s

ervice and maintenance (f0) and GE’s endogenous price is w; w-f5 corresponds to GE’s

5% service and maintenance (S&M) cost efficiency is achieved; w-f10 refers to GE’s price i
26
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Table 5: GE’s equilibrium price distribution with respect to upstream efficiency
w-f0 w-f5 w-f10 w-f15 w-f20 w-f25

mean(w) 4.64 4.57 4.50 4.43 4.36 4.29
stdev(w) 3.59 3.59 3.59 3.59 3.59 3.59
min(w) 0.53 0.46 0.39 0.32 0.25 0.18
max(w) 28.91 28.84 28.77 28.67 28.63 28.56
skew(w) 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25
kurt(w) 14.06 14.06 14.06 14.06 14.06 14.06

f 10% efficiency in S&M, similarly other efficiency scenarios follow.

te that the marginal cost of service and maintenance is represented by f0, which is estimat

8 in Subsection 4.4. Due to efficiency brought by the new technology, 5% reduction in thi

s $2.66 which is represented by the notation f5 (in Table 5), and therefore f5 takes the va

(i.e., f5=2.66). Similarly, 10% reduction in the marginal cost implies the cost of $2.52 wh

ented by the notation f10, and therefore f10=2.52. Likewise, 15% reduction implies the c

20% cost reduction implies $2.24, and 25% cost efficiency implies $2.1. Therefore, these

cies are illustrated by the notation f15=2.38, f20=2.24, and f25=2.1 in Table 5.

Table 5, we report equilibrium price distribution (mean, standard deviation, minimum,

and third and fourth moments) of GE across various efficiency levels. In reality, GE can ex

dynamic daily prices based on changing market conditions or simply charge the average

ding on the terms of its contract with TA-Sarnia. Table 5 shows that GE’s equilibrium av

ecreases in upstream efficiency (S&M cost savings). This is because operational cost reduc

ted by more efficient new technology will reduce GE’s prices charged to TA-Sarnia. In the

f marginal cost equals $ 2.8, that is when there is no innovation, the average price tha

s is $ 4.64, which corresponds to relative price-cost markup of 40%. On the other hand, a

um efficiency level (i.e., f5=2.66) the relative price-cost markup increases to 42%, and a

um efficiency level (i.e., f25=2.1) the relative price-cost markup further increases to 51%.

that GE’s profitability nonlinearly increases due to its new technology. This provides be

downstream producer TA-Sarnia as it experiences lower input costs, thanks to the upst

tion.

te that GE’s prices will be intact even when TransAlta experiences downstream efficiency le

l and emission cost savings. GE’s prices are highly volatile because its equilibrium pric
27
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n of the Hourly Ontario Energy Price (HOEP), which can even take negative values espe

ht times. Price distribution is asymmetric and most prices are higher than the average

is quantified by skewness of 3.25. The tails of price distribution are thick, so price s

nificant and prevalent which are represented by the kurtosis of 14.06. Observe that stan

ion, skewness, and kurtosis values do not change and therefore are robust to the upst

cy rates. Because upstream prices go down in efficiency, TA-Sarnia’s electricity production

he rate of increase in output is small because upstream price reductions are small. How

tput expansion will be higher under fuel efficiency than under service and maintenance

cy as we show below.

ble 6 focuses on T3 market and reports TA-Sarnia’s sales ("q3") to the Ontario wholesale

market. It shows equilibrium output distribution simulated over different upstream and d

efficiency rates. In this table, "q3" refers to equilibrium output (which comes from the sol

ckelberg equilibrium model formulated in equations 1-6), sold to T3 market at various c

s of service and maintenance efficiency levels (f=0%, 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%) and o

cy levels (c=0%, 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%). These efficiency rates are exogenously ch

rst part of the table assesses how equilibrium outputs change given the new technology a

ed efficiency in the upstream. Similarly, in the second part of the table, the "q/c" combina

o equilibrium outputs in the case of downstream fuel efficiency resulting from the GT11N

logy.

r the sake of brevity, we do not report the outputs for other customer types. This is be

onsumption is stable compared to the sales at T3 market.22Due to high variability of the On

ale prices, we find that T3 market sales are the most volatile compared to the sales to T

stomers.

e first part of Table 6 displays how equilibrium outputs in T3 market change with respe

am cost efficiency. In the table, q3-f0 indicates the benchmark case when there is no cost s

ervice and maintenance (f0) and TA-Sarnia’s output in T3 market is q3; q3-f5 correspon

n T3 market in the case of 5% service and maintenance (S&M) cost saving; q3-f10 refe

t when 10% efficiency in S&M happens; etc. Equilibrium downstream outputs are volati

rd deviation is more than 2 times the average output-due to supply conditions, represent

wever, the results are available upon request.
28
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Table 6: T3 market output distribution over different efficiency types
q3-f0 q3-f5 q3-f10 q3-f15 q3-f20 q3-f25

mean(q3) 56.283 56.875 57.464 58.055 58.638 59.229
stdev(q3) 126 126.389 126.765 127.146 127.521 127.896
min(q3) 0 0 0 0 0 0
max(q3) 415 415 415 415 415 415
skew(q3) 2.177 2.16 2.143 2.126 2.109 2.091
kurt(q3) 3.186 3.115 3.044 2.973 2.902 2.833

q3-c0 q3-c5 q3-c10 q3-c15 q3-c20 q3-c25
mean(q3) 56.283 57.839 59.518 61.282 63.273 65.578
stdev(q3) 126 127.387 128.871 130.272 131.831 133.6
min(q3) 0 0 0 0 0 0
max(q3) 415 415 415 415 415 415
skew(q3) 2.177 2.131 2.083 2.029 1.97 1.906
kurt(q3) 3.186 2.984 2.778 2.553 2.311 2.054

ility in available capacity, input cost, and wholesale price. The minimum output sold to th

t is 0 and the maximum is 415 MWh. On the other hand, the output volatility slightly incr

tream cost efficiency. TA-Sarnia increases its output to T3 market linearly as the upst

fficiency rate rises linearly. The output distribution is right-skewed and the output spike

read. Furthermore, the distribution of total output for TA-Sarnia plant is almost identi

f output sold to the T3 market. Detailed figures for its total output will be presented in

r the assumed efficiency scenarios reported by GE.

e second part of Table 6 exhibits the distribution of T3 market outputs with respect to d

cost efficiency. Observe that, in equilibrium, the outputs increase in fuel cost efficien

reasing rate. However, compared to price volatility in the upstream, output volatility i

tream is much higher and is as much as twice the output. The minimum output takes 0

output possible) and the maximum gets 415 (the highest output possible). The main reaso

ide output variation stems from significant changes in wholesale prices in the Ontario m

is the most volatile power market in North America.

ble 7 considers upstream and downstream cost efficiencies simultaneously. It shows the dis

f TA-Sarnia’s output sold in T3 market when both upstream and downstream firms exper

cy due to GT11M2 M. This is a more realistic case than the one considered in Table 6. How

6 is useful to see the marginal impact of one type of efficiency on the outcomes. In Ta

% is the benchmark case when cost efficiencies are not experienced in the supply chain; q3
29
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Table 7: Output distribution in T3 market under both efficiency types
q3-fc0% q3-fc5% q3-fc10% q3-fc15% q3-fc20% q3-fc25%

mean(q3) 56.283 58.449 60.793 63.405 66.487 70.136
stdev(q3) 126 127.768 129.648 131.485 133.538 136.064
min(q3) 0 0 0 0 0 0
max(q3) 415 415 415 415 415 415
skew(q3) 2.177 2.114 2.046 1.97 1.887 1.799
kurt(q3) 3.186 2.913 2.631 2.324 1.997 1.66

to output level when 5% upstream cost efficiency (f=5%) and 5% downstream cost effic

) take place. An extreme case involves q3-fc25%, where f=25% and c=25% cost reduc

in the entire supply chain. At the highest efficiency gain (f=25% and c=25%) TA-Sarni

out 14 MWh more electricity to the Ontario wholesale market, corresponding to 25%

t compared to the benchmark output. On the other hand, at the lowest efficiency gain (

5%) TA-Sarnia can sell about 2.2 MWh more electricity to the market, corresponding t

t increase relative to the benchmark. The outputs increase in efficiency rates at increasing

is unsurprising. However, as we observe in other efficiency scenarios, higher efficiency b

more volatility in outputs. In some days (and hours), TA-Sarnia does not sell electricity t

ale market. Its output is zero in T3 market, but it is positive for T1 and T2 customers.

from low supply conditions observed at the Sarnia plant along with low prices in the who

t.

Simulations for GE’s Reported Cost and Output Efficiency

4 presented operating modes and performance ratings of GT11N2 M upgrade combined

tors predicted by GE. Each operating mode is associated with a different efficiency rate.

arket implications of these modes are unknown. To quantify impacts of the new switc

ing modes, we consider four scenarios. The first scenario assumes that only MCL-mode is

times; the second scenario supposes that only P-mode is utilized; the third scenario involv

only; the fourth scenario, which we coin "Mixed-mode", assumes that each mode is used at

tions during the study period. The reason we propose the Mixed-mode is that it is not k

ng each of the reported three modes is implemented in real time by TA-Sarnia. Furthermor

er a benchmark scenario under which the new technology is assumed to be inactive (i.e.,
30
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Table 8: Descriptive Statistics of Equilibrium Outcomes

Without GT11N2 M With GT11N2 M

eration Mode MLC-Mode P-Mode L-Mode Mixed

tal output (MWh):
220.80 260.34 249.20 232.78 247.46

tdev(Q) 104.32 94.24 97.30 101.56 97.75

’s price ($/MWh):
4.64 4.64 4.64 4.64 4.64

tdev(w) 3.59 3.59 3.59 3.59 3.59

tal Emissions (ton):
Ox 1,554 1,833 1,754 1,639 1,742
O2 1,108,621 1,307, 121 1,251,188 1,168,746 1,242,4

days) 365 365 365 365 365

ot implemented or old generators are in place).

sed on Table 4, there is no service and maintenance cost efficiency in 2014 so that f = 0 h

stification for this assumption is that the inspection intervals of these modes are 24,000 equiv

ions hours (EOH) for MCL-mode, 36,000 EOH for P-mode, and 48,000 EOH for L-mode. T

peration hours together with the fact that there are only 8760 hours in 2014 should imply

and maintenance cost during the study period should be zero.

hat follows next is the specification of output efficiency. TA-Sarnia has three GT11N2 gener

that its expected output increase in MCL mode is 14.3 MWh per generator, we expect addi

Wh power increase in total. Similarly, the extra expected power supply in P and L modes s

6 MWh and 12.6 MWh, respectively. For the mixed-mode, it should be 28.7 MWh, wh

erage figure from the three modes. These numbers represent output efficiency gains for h

e operation modes offered by the new technology.

terms of downstream cost efficiency, we know from Table 4 that the fuel cost should go dow

1.8%, 1.6%, and 1.77% for MCL, P, L, and the mixed modes, respectively. Given these o

ownstream cost efficiencies, we run the model for all days of 2014. We report our findin

8, where Q denotes TA-Sarnia’s total output, w denotes GE’s price, and NOx and CO2 re

tal emissions in the year.
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m TA-Sarnia’s point of view, the most efficient generation mode in the short term is MC

ll the most output to both T2 and T3 markets. Compared to the benchmark, which is th

logy, we find that the total generation increase should be in the range of 5% (under L m

(under MCL-mode). However, a more realistic figure should come from the mixed-mode

is that all modes should be used interchangeably because of electricity demand variation

s. In the mixed-mode, we find 12% generation expansion from TA-Sarnia. Observe that

s stable under these modes, because there is no upstream cost efficiency reported by GE.

ce the output variation is nonlinear and significant, the amount of greenhouse gas emi

largely impacted by the operating modes and how long they have been used. Table 8 pre

rium CO2 and NOx emissions in tons across GT11N2 M modes. Using heat and NOx em

f Sarnia generators reported in Table 3, we calculate that the average heat rate is 9,096 kj

e average NOx rate is 0.08834 g/MJ. For each operational mode, we multiply equilibrium

t with the average heat and emission rates, add them up over all time periods, and repor

Ox emissions released in 2014. For CO2 emission rate, we use 1265.26 lb/MWh for natur

tors, reported by Aydemir and Genc (2017). We multiply the CO2 rate with output for

nd add them up to obtain the total CO2 emissions.

find that the new technology results in more air pollution. This result is obtained whe

missions before and after GT11N2 M in the table are compared. This is a direct "reb

, so efficiency leads to higher consumption and hence higher emissions. More importantl

missions increase in efficiency at an increasing rate, which follows from the nonlinear relatio

n output and efficiency rate. The total CO2 emissions rise between 5% and 18%, dependi

ion modes, and go up by 12% under the mixed usage of all modes. While total NOx emi

compared to CO2 emissions, they increase in cost and output efficiency and exhibit si

o those of CO2 in 2014.

onclusions

y transition in electricity sector requires new natural gas generators with improved effic

and flexible operation modes to mitigate intermittency of renewables and help tackle cl

ng issues. In that regard, we examine the impact of a technological change involving innov
32
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ural gas-fired GT11N2 M generators in a power supply chain. An assessment of GT11N

tors in a power supply chain is novel and has not been studied before. We mainly inves

ic benefits and environmental implications of this new technology that brings about effic

ional flexibility, and durability. Specifically, we study the upstream efficiency leading to

ions in service and maintenance experienced by General Electric, and the downstream effic

ng in cost reductions and output expansion in electricity generation experienced by TransA

plant in Ontario. We quantify the impact of different efficiency rates, including GE’s estim

cy rates, on equilibrium prices, outputs, and emissions.

measure the efficiency gains in service, maintenance, and generation, we construct cost func

ail using actual market and firm data in Ontario. As TransAlta exercises price discrimin

onsumer groups, which is a common practice in electricity sector, we identify three cust

and formulate their demand for electricity. We examine GT11N2 M’s three switchable oper

that offer flexibility in power production, and compare it to the old technology lacking effic

mance, and flexibility features. Given these ingredients, we formulate a vertical relations m

n General Electric, TransAlta-Sarnia, and consumer groups, and then quantify Stacke

rium outcomes.

alitatively, we find that GE’s equilibrium prices are linear in upstream service and mainte

fficiency, and are intact with respect to downstream fuel cost efficiency. GE’s prices dec

tream efficiency, but become more volatile. However, TA-Sarnia’s total outputs and its

wholesale market nonlinearly increase in both upstream and downstream efficiency. W

ts become more volatile in efficiency rates, the price spikes and asymmetry subside in effic

itatively, we determine equilibrium outcomes based on GE’s actual generation modes. W

ost efficient combined cycle mode is MCL which facilitates extra 18% output increase, the

t operation mode which is single cycle L mode provides extra 5% output expansion. Be

t variation is nonlinear and significant over the modes, the amount of greenhouse gas emi

gely impacted by the operating modes and how long they have been used. The simulations

he total emissions increase in efficiency at an increasing rate. The total CO2 emissions

under the mixed usage of all modes. While the total NOx emissions are low, they inc

t and output efficiency and exhibit similar rates to those of CO2. Consequently, we obse

cant direct rebound effect of energy efficiency on output and emission. Of course, the a
33
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t of GT11N2 M’s operational modes on supply chain performance would also depend on

such as network constraints that were assumed away.

a future research direction, the paper could be extended in a number of ways. First, a so

supply chain involving a downstream competition in which TransAlta’s competitors su

land Power, Ontario Power Generation, and Brookfield Renewable could be introduced.

TransAlta is the only power producer in the proposed model and it is a competitive frin

ntario market. In imperfectly competitive downstream, which reflects the actual structu

tario market, a dominant firm’s (such as Ontario Power Generation’s) supply strategies w

ely affect the wholesale prices and therefore TransAlta’s output decisions. In such a ca

be interesting to see how GT11N2 M would affect the supply chain performance. Secon

rrent setting the wholesale market demand is exogenous to the output decisions of Trans

e it is a fringe supplier. In a competitive downstream industry one would need to form

io wholesale demand. In such a setting, TransAlta should optimize all of its outputs sold

er groups. Third, one could easily add uncertainty to cost and/or demand functions t

t supply chain setting and examine its impacts on the outcomes. However, uncertainty w

icate the equilibrium predictions in a supply chain with downstream competition. Fourth

assume an alternative competing technology to GT11N2 M. In that case, it would be intere

w which technology would be chosen by TransAlta in equilibrium.

t author statement Genc was responsible for all aspects of paper preparation. This inc

tualization, theory, data analysis, empirical analysis, paper writing, and visualization an

n of results.
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re 1: Daily Ontario Prices in 2014
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ights

echnological change represented by GT11N2 M generators o�er cost and output e�cienc

eneral Electric and TransAlta can increase their pro�tability in the energy supply chain.

lean energy adoption may not facilitate carbon emission reduction.
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